Radiation
Oncologist
&
Breast Cancer
Survivor

SPEAK

Radiation Oncologist
Tonya Echols Cole, M.D.

(The Snapshot)

Board certified with over 15
years experience.

Cancer Survivor
She kicked breast cancer’s
butt!

Blogger
The Beauty of Cancer Blog
is full of educational topics on
cancer, personal stories of
her journey as well as beauty
tips and inspirational stories
of other survivors.

Speaker
A highly moving speaker with
the ability to connect with any
audience.

Author
She has written educational
books for chidren and an
inspiring anthology of her
personal story.

Thebeautyofcancer.com

Here is the sneak peek of
myself in a nutshell – I am:

◆ A Cancer Expert ( 15+ years
experience)
◆ A Breast Cancer Survivor
◆ A Stroke Survivor
◆ A cancer Advocate ( 15+ years)
◆ A mother of twin daughters
◆ An Entrepreneur ( 11 yrs)
◆ A Philanthropist
◆ An Author

OFFICIAL BIO
Dr. Tonya Echols Cole is no stranger to cancer. She
has been treating cancer patients for over 15 years as
a board certified radiation oncologist in Atlanta
Georgia. After being diagnosed with breast cancer in
late 2014, she realized that she was in a unique
situation. She now has insight on what being both a
cancer patient and a cancer doctor is like. As a result
of this experience she could provide invaluable
information to patients undergoing treatment, while
sharing her personal journey at the same time.
She started a blog called The Beauty of Cancer.
www.thebeautyofcancer.com. Her mission is to show
you the “Real” Beauty of Cancer. She wants to change
the perception of what a cancer diagnosis really
means. Just as hard sand creates a beautiful pearl,
the journey through cancer treatment creates pearls of
wisdom that she calls “Beauty Secrets” By reading her
blog posts, you will uncover, not only pearls of
wisdom, but also beauty tips on dealing with side
effects from treatment as well as valuable tips that
help patients understand their diagnosis and
treatment.
She also founded The Beauty of Cancer Foundation,
A certified 501c3 charity. The Foundation is dedicated
to supporting female cancer survivors through
treatment and beyond. The foundation is dedicated to
helping survivors deal with treatment related side
effects and help them return to a sense of joy and well
being by creating fun unique events and life
experiences they won’t forget.
If that wasn’t enough, this mother of three year old
twin daughters wanted to make sure her kids
understood her cancer and the treatments she
received. So, she wrote a book for them. She just
finished up the first of a series of children’s books
explaining cancer to toddlers.
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Her new motto has become “Cancer was just a job until it became my diagnosis.” This is
also the title of her upcoming book about her personal cancer journey to be released in early
2016.
Dr. Cole grew up in Cincinnati Ohio. She got her undergraduate degree from The Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore Maryland. She received her medical degree from the
University of Cincinnati and completed a five-year residency training program in Radiation
Oncology at University of Cincinnati College of Medicine. She moved to Atlanta Georgia in
1999 and has been treating cancer patients there for nearly 2 decades.
In 2004, She started her own
practice. Since then, she has
been committed to providing
compassionate, conscientious
cancer care to men and women
in the metropolitan Atlanta area.
As you can see, breast cancer
didn’t happen TO Dr. Cole, It
happened FOR Dr. Cole to
realize a new sense of purpose.
She used the time off from work
to reach far beyond the four walls
of her medical office to touch and
educate a whole new group of
people. They are benefiting from
the information shared in her
blog, foundation and her
upcoming books. None, of this
would have happened if she had
not gotten breast cancer. This is
the Beauty of cancer!
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BRANDS I’VE WORKED WITH
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SIGNATURE MEDICAL TOPICS
• UNDERSTANDING RADIATION THERAPY
Dr. Cole breaks down the fundamentals of radiation therapy into
easy to understand language for down for lay persons.

• BREAST CANCER SCREENING AND PREVENTION
One out of 8 women in America will be diagnosed with breast cancer. Dr.
Cole outlines the current guidelines for breast cancer screening in both
average and high risk women. She shows you how to reduce your risk for
developing breast cancer.

• THE ROLE OF RADIATION IN THE TREATMENT OF
BREAST CANCER
Radiation therapy plays an integral role in the treatment of early and late
stage breast cancer. Dr. Cole explains the different types of radiation used
for patients with breast cancer. when each of the types are appropriate.

IS YOUR DOCTOR TREATING YOU OR
YOUR CANCER?
Dr. Cole shows you how to navigate the confusing
treatment course and make the doctor treat you
and your cancer, not just your disease.

SIGNATURE LIFESTYLE TOPICS
Living Life on Purpose
There a silver lining in every
adversity. Dr. Cole show you
how to turn a negative
experience into a positive one,
while developing a new sense
of purpose.

Finding the Beauty
in Cancer
Not everything about
cancer is bad. Dr. Cole shares
her journey
through
breast cancer treatment and
shares the wisdom and insight
she gained while being
the doctor in the role of the
patient.

MILESTONES & ACCOLADES
• Founded Greater Atlanta
Radiation Oncology
Consultants

• Published Mommy’s
Naughty Cancer and
Dad’s Naughty Cancer

• Recognized as Who’s
Who in Black Atlanta for
Medicine

• Founded The Beauty
of Cancer Foundation,
Inc.

• Founded The Beauty Of
Cancer Blog
• Recognized as a Rising
Phenomenal Women

Press Appearances

PRINT:
Trendsetters To
Trendsetters Magazine

TV/
STREAMING:
WATV Atlanta 57

RADIO:
WIKINSRADIO.COM

ONLINE:
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GET IN TOUCH
booking@drtonyaechols.com or
404-704-5887

FOLLOW DR.COLE ONLINE
Facebook.com/thecancerbeauty
Twitter/Instagram; @thecancerbeauty
Thebeautyofcancer.com

